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Unleash the Power of Human-Centered Project Management
Revolutionize Collaboration, Cultivate Results, and Embrace the Human Touch
Join our DiscordTry the App
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Seamlessly Blend Efficiency and Personal Connection
Our innovative SaaS solution is designed to streamline communication and optimize team collaboration, all while preserving the personal touch that fuels creativity and fosters camaraderie.
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Virtual Team Building Activities
Incorporate virtual team-building games and activities directly into the platform to foster camaraderie and strengthen relationships among team members, even if they are geographically dispersed.
Try the App
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Empathy Dashboard
Integrate an empathy dashboard that allows team members to express their emotions or well-being through emojis or short status updates, helping others understand their current state and offer support when needed.
Try the App


4 Power Features Everyone Needs to See
These unique features can create a more inclusive, engaging, and productive environment for teams 
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Recognition and Kudos System
Create a dedicated space within the platform for team members to publicly recognize and appreciate each other's efforts and achievements.
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Personalized Avatars and Profiles
Allow users to create customizable avatars and profiles that showcase their personalities, helping team members connect on a more personal level beyond just work-related discussions
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Collaborative Ideation Spaces
Design virtual brainstorming and ideation spaces that facilitate real-time collaboration, enabling team members to visualize ideas, share feedback, and build upon each other's creativity
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Adaptive Task Prioritization
Utilize machine learning algorithms to analyze individual work patterns and automatically adapt task prioritization, ensuring each team member's workload aligns with their peak productivity times




Impactful Experiences: Testimonials from Teams that Transformed with Us
From small startups to multinational enterprises, our solution has empowered teams to break down barriers, forge stronger bonds, and achieve remarkable results.

"Our team's morale skyrocketed"







The intuitive interface and innovative collaboration features helped us seamlessly connect, even across remote locations. But what truly stood out was the emphasis on empathy and recognition within the platform. We started using the Kudos system to celebrate each other's wins, and the positive energy it generated was remarkable. Our team's morale skyrocketed, and we achieved our project milestones faster than ever. 
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John, Project Manager
 XYZ Tech Solutions



"SaaS Product transformed the way our marketing team operates"







The interactive progress celebrations injected so much fun into our projects, and it felt like a virtual party every time we hit a milestone. The empathy dashboard allowed us to express our emotions and well-being openly, fostering a supportive environment where we felt comfortable discussing our challenges.
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Sarah, Marketing Specialist
ABC Creative Agency




"the secret sauce behind our recent successes"







The virtual team-building activities and spontaneous coffee chats have brought us closer, despite being in different time zones. We've seen tremendous productivity gains since implementing this platform, but what impresses me most is the focus on maintaining a human touch. Our team feels more connected than ever, and I believe that's the secret sauce behind our recent successes.
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Michael, CEO
XYZ Startups



"It was a great experience"







The sentiment analysis for feedback ensures our communications are constructive and considerate, and the adaptive task prioritization keeps everyone engaged and motivated. We've become more efficient, but we haven't lost sight of the human element that drives our passion.
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Emily, Project Lead
Global Nonprofit Initiative






Choose the Perfect Plan for Your Team's Success

Free
Free for everyone


[image: ]Unlimited members

[image: ]250 issues (unlimited archived)

[image: ]Import and export

[image: ]Integrations, APIs, webhooks



Free

Standard
$8 per user/month


Everything in Free, plus...

[image: ]Unlimited issues and file uploads

[image: ]Guest accounts, private teams

[image: ]Admin tools



Standard

Plus
$14 per user/month


Everything in Standard, plus...

[image: ]SAML / Single Sign On

[image: ]Advanced authentication controls

[image: ]Linear insights and SLAs

[image: ]Priority support



Plus




Discover flexible and affordable options to suit your project management needs
Compare our Plans

Unlock Your Team's Full Potential!
Take the first step towards human-centered project management excellence

Get started with Free
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